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9th ALTER Conference: call for proposals 

    

 

Disability, an operator to question norms ?  

Alter Conference 

EHESP, Rennes, 8-9 & 10 July 2020 

Call for proposals 

This call for papers is directed at everyone involved in human and social science research on 

disability and the loss of autonomy: including work that addresses conceptional and 

organisational aspects of research, field research, scientific production, qualitative and 

quantitative methods, etc. Responses from all social fields are welcome (education, 

employment, culture and recreation, housing, transport, human and technical assistance, 

political participation, emotional and sexual life, etc.). 

This 9th conference aims to discuss the construction of normality and, more broadly, the 

system of thought that structures our societies in which being “able” is the norm in the sense 

of both the most widespread and the most desirable situation. The aim of this critical 

perspective is therefore to highlight how our societies are structured in relation to the notion 

of the able individual. While the recent call to build inclusive societies would appear to herald 

a radical turning point, what is the reality? Have we truly finished with representations of 

disability that tend towards the negative, the defective or even the tragic? To what extend are 

the “heroized” figures of disability, omnipresent in the public space, perpetrating the 

representation of disability as a deviation from the norm?  

Special attention will be paid to the concept of ableism. F. Campbell (2001) defines it as a 
“network of beliefs, processes and practices that produces a particular kind of self and body 
(the corporeal standard) that is projected as the perfect, species typical and therefore 
essential and fully human. Disability then is cast as a diminished state of being human”. 
Contemporary uses extend this concept to the intersection of mental health, cognitive and, 
more generally, health norms. Along with other bias like ethnocentrism, ableism operates in 
a systemic and often unconceived way. Since the 1990s, it has gradually grown into activist 
spheres, then into the scientific field. First developed in the Anglo-Saxon countries, it has 
unequally spread out into other geographical or linguistic areas.  
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Although the questioning of the ableist point of view organises disability studies, it is only 

developed in restricted areas of research about disabilities and this conference aims at 

opening them up.  

To what extent does this notion help us to understand and question the construction of 

normality at work in our societies and our research? What does the concept of ableism 

contribute in comparison to other approaches like discrimination, segregation, oppression? 

The critical approach based on ableism is spreading beyond the field of disability to question 

health or capacity inequalities. It meets, for example, the analysis made by sociologists 

working on ageing who highlight how important are the norms of the young, active and 

independent person and the representations of the old people in need of care as dependent; 

they show different forms of ageism operating in our societies. 

The conference will revolve around transversal issues such as: 

- Definitions, issues and uses of the concept of norms: including the relation between 

activist and scientific uses of the concept: what congruences and tensions they elicit? 

Whether disability studies can be a tool for emancipatory action; epistemological and 

methodological considerations. 

- Research design and subjects: including issues/ questions such as: can we still claim to 

conduct a “neutral” research on disability? Can academic standards (especially peer 

review) accept a step aside from the non-disabled point of view? Do we need (and if 

so how) to identify “where we are coming from” and via which research devices can 

we highlight and overcome our “unthoughts”? Participation of people directly involved 

is currently identified as a prime way to escape unconceived ideas and bias; what are 

the issues and the conditions (concrete, ethical, epistemological), the benefits and the 

limits of this participation? 

- Discriminations on the grounds of disability (and in a broader sense health issues, age, 

etc.). Besides direct discriminations, there are also indirect discriminations, thought 

frameworks implying a “self-evident” norm based on non-disabled individuals, a 

distinction between “us” and “them” – including in “positive” action and so-called 

“inclusive” policies where equality might not always be met. Can the expansion of a 

right to non-discrimination get along with disability policies initiated a century ago? 

These are still policies of accessibility, with what they say about a shift (or not) in norms 

of reference. We are interested in an intersectional perspective, in articulations 

between the categories of domination (able, male, bourgeois, white…), as well as on 

the empirical level (relations between feminist, antiracist, disabled movements). 

- Representations of individuals in the research. Does the criticism of ableism reproduce 

the distinction between able/disabled people or does it question it? Which definitions 

of people with disabilities does the criticism of ableism question? How are they 

labelled in research (service users, social actors, surveyed individuals, disabled 

persons, persons with disabilities, vulnerable persons, etc.) and what does this 

implicate? Does this opened perspective help us in articulating differently dependence 

and autonomy? Or does it only show how much contemporary societies are tied to a 
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fantasy of an “average norm” and how much they struggle to include a plurality of 

human functioning?  

Workshops and discussions will also be organised to examine this reflection in accordance 

with specific themes and areas of social life: 

- education, training and debates concerning inclusion; 

- the place of disabled persons in work and employment; 

- emotional, sexual, reproductive and family life; 

- access to leisure activities and culture; 

- relationships with the body and access to health;  

- accessibility and mobility; 

- life at home and in specialist institutions; 

- experiences and experiential knowledge of disability; 

- political and civic life, etc. 

The research presented can relate to present times or present a historical perspective. The 

scientific committee will favour proposals that present innovative and original results in the 

field of social science research on disability.  

The conference languages will be English and French. Junior and senior researchers are 

welcome to participate. 

Before submitting your paper, please create your sciencesconf account. This account gives you 

access to the Sciencesconf platform and all the sites of the conference: Sciencesconf-

Registration. 

2nd February 2020 will be the deadline for submission of proposals (title, short presentation 

of the authors, summary of the presentation/3000 signs max. ; indicate the problem, methods 

and results) at the following website address: https://alterconf2020.sciencesconf.org/ 

You will be notified regarding the acceptance of the abstracts and session proposals by March 

2020. 

  

https://www.sciencesconf.org/user/createaccount?lang=en
https://www.sciencesconf.org/user/createaccount?lang=en
https://alterconf2020.sciencesconf.org/
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